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Overview
ScriptPeople PS combines a simple, easy-
to-learn interface with powerful features into
a professional-level teleprompting package
for a variety of production applications and
environments.

It features script file management, text
editing functions, full-screen prompting with
smooth scrolling control via mouse,
keyboard, and other external control devices,
software-driven reverse video for use with
any prompter monitor — plus a suite of navigation commands and customizable
preferences.

How to use Help
This help system is a self-contained Web site. Click on the topics in the Table of
Contents on the left to display it in this window. Also, the Back and Forward buttons
navigate between viewed pages.
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Starting the Program
The program installer adds a folder and associated icons to the
Windows Start Menu, and an icon (pictured) on the Desktop. Double
clicking on the desktop icon will start the program; the equivalent
Start Menu icon is found under Start Menu » Programs »
Telescript » TeleScript TECH. (Also note that this help file may be
opened by clicking its icon under the Start Menu.)

Splash Screen
As the program launches, the splash screen (pictured)
displays progress information.
If the program has not been registered, at this point it will
ask for a registration code. Please contact tech support if
you need a registration code.

Welcome Dialog
By default the welcome dialog (pictured) appears when
the program finishes launching.
Use it to quickly load a script, set program preferences, or
open this help window.
Un-check Show this dialog box at startup to hide the dialog
on program startup; to show the dialog at any time, select
Help » HelloDlg from the main menu.

Context Menu
The context menu (pictured)
provides quick access to
common program commands,
and also shows the associated
keyboard accelerator (see
below).

To show the context menu, click
the right mouse button anywhere
in the program window.
To give a command, highlight it
and click either mouse button.
To hide the context menu without giving any commands, click outside of the menu.
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Keyboard Accelerators
Click for a list of all Keyboard Accelerators

The context menu commands may also have an associated Keyboard Accelerator.
Keyboard Accelerators are keystrokes which perform the same action as a menu
command, and are listed on the context menu to the right of the command.
A command's accelerator is shown with one or more of the modifying keys (Ctrl, Alt,
or Shift), plus signs (+), and the additional key to press.
For example, <Ctrl+A> means pressing the "Ctrl" and "A" keys at the same time
(which incidentally selects all the text in the script.) In this help file, command
accelerators are shown as bold text between angle brackets.
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A script is a file of a supported type that contains the text to prompt, and optionally
fonts, formatting, or text and background colors.
The file types available in the program are Rich Text Format (RTF), which is a
Microsoft standard that saves fonts and formatting; Unicode Text, which supports
text-only scripts in all world character sets; and ANSI Text, which supports legacy
(8-bit) encoding.
RTF files contain formatting from the program that created the file, whereas both
Unicode and ANSI TXT files contain only text, with no formatting data. TXT files will
always use the text defaults set in Preferences; these settings can also be applied to
RTF files (see Preferences for more details.)
There are three script-related commands: New Script, Open Script, and Save
Script. Each command is described below.

New Script
This command starts a new script. If a script was already loaded or created, it will
prompt to save it first. Then the previous text is cleared, and the program is ready for
text entry. The default formatting (font, size, colors, etc.) is set in the program
Preferences.

Open Script
This command launches the Open dialog box
(pictured) to select a file to load into the
program. Use the list on the left to select a
drive, and click the folders in the main area to
navigate to the location of the file.

Select the appropriate File Type, which will
then display the available files of that type in
the current folder. Click the file to load, then
click the Open button, or click Cancel at any
time to close the box and not load a file.

Save Script
This command saves the current script text to a file on disk. It launches the Save As
dialog box which allows you to give the script a unique file name, and specify the
folder and file type in which the file is saved. The dialog box is very similar to the
Open dialog described above -- use the drop-down or left-hand menu to select a
drive, then select a folder to save in. Type in a name in the File Name field, select
the desired File Type, and click Save to write the file to disk, or Cancel to close the
dialog without saving.
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ScriptPeople PS is a full-featured script editor. The font face, size, attributes,
alignment, color, and spacing may be set; text may be added, moved, or removed;
and a history of each command given allows for undoing and redoing your actions.
To begin editing, first ensure the program is in Edit mode by pressing the <F3> key.
The arrow icon will be displayed with a grey "dot" when in Edit mode.
Many of the editing commands are accessible via the Context Menu, as well as with
their associated keyboard accelerator. Below is a description of editing commands in
the order that they appear on the menus; commands that appear under a sub-menu
are designated with a right-angle quote (») sign.

Undo
Removes the editing that was previously performed. This includes typing, copying,
cutting, pasting, and all of the ScriptPeople PS font and formatting commands. Note
that this does not include opening or saving scripts, and that the undo/redo history is
cleared when a script is opened or saved. Also note that the program remembers the
last 100 commands issued.

Redo
This command is only available after one or more Undo commands have been given,
and re-applies the editing that was undone, with each successive call adding back the
most recent changes. Note that once changes are made, the Redo history is cleared.
For example, if the Undo command is given several times, then text is added or
altered, the Redo command is unavailable, and the changes undone will not be able
to be re-applied.

Clipboard » Cut
Deletes the currently selected text from the script and places it on the Windows
clipboard.

Clipboard » Copy
Copies the currently selected text to the Windows clipboard.

Clipboard » Paste
Inserts the contents of the Windows clipboard into the script. If a selection is made, it
replaces the selection; otherwise, it inserts the text at the current insertion point. If
the text on the clipboard contains formatting, it is used; if the clipboard contains only
text, the formatting at the cursor will be applied.
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Select All
Selects all of the text in the script. The selection is shown in the Windows system
highlight color (which is dark blue by default.) Use this command prior to formatting
to alter the entire script.

Find
Opens the Find dialog (pictured) to search for occurrences
of text within the script.

Find what
The text to search for.

Find Next
Each click selects the next occurrence of the "find" text, from the
direction specified in the Direction control (see below.)

Match whole word only
When checked, the search text much match entire words, not sub-strings. (For example, searching
for "prompt" would not match in the word "teleprompter".)

Match case
The text to search for.

Direction
Enabled if all of the script is not selected, specifies the direction from the current cursor position to
search: Up searches text before the cursor, Down the text after it.

Replace
Opens the Find-Replace dialog (above right) to search for occurrences of text within
the script, and replace each with specified text. Text-matching options are the same
as with the Find command (as outlined above).

Replace with
The replacement text. Each occurrence of the found text is replaced with this.

Replace
Each click replaces the current found text with the replacement text.

Replace All
Finds all occurrences of the "find" text and replaces them with the replacement text.

Replacement text attributes
Specifies the attributes (see below) of the replacement text.

Bookmark
Bookmarks set locations in the script for quick navigation — these markers (the »
character) save with the file, and can be shown or hidden.

Set Bookmark
Inserts a Bookmark at the current script location.



Prev Bookmark
Sets the scroll position to the location of the previous Bookmark in the script.

Next Bookmark
Sets the scroll position to the location of the next Bookmark in the script.

Go To Bookmark
Opens the Bookmarks dialog, showing a list of all script Bookmarks. Click a Bookmark to set the
scroll position to the saved location.

Show/Hide Bookmark
Toggles visibility of all Bookmark characters in the script.

Clear All
Removes all Bookmarks from the script.

Font
This command opens the Choose Font dialog box, which
allows selecting a font face, point size, and optionally the
character set (script) for the selected text.

The font face and size may be set independently from
each other. For example, if text is selected with several
varying font faces that need to be preserved, but 36 point
size is desired for all text, only set 36 in the size field
while leaving the font face field blank. Do the opposite to
only change the font face, or leave the fields blank if only
modifying the character set.

Text Alignment
The Text Alignment commands alter the horizontal justification of the current line to
the Left <Ctrl+L>, Right <Ctrl+R>, or Center <Ctrl+E>. Text alignment is
adjusted per paragraph -- each line that ends with a return is considered a paragraph.
Below is an example of each text alignment:

Alignment Samples
This is left-aligned text.

This is center-aligned text.
This is right-aligned text.

Text Attributes
The Text Attributes include all of the familiar styles of text available in common
word processor programs. Each kind of attribute may be applied in conjunction or
independently with the other attributes, and apply to the currently selected text.
Below is a sample of each of the attributes:

Attribute Description
Normal Removes all formatting.



Bold Changes text to bold.
Italics Changes text to italics.
Underline Underlines the text.
ALLCAPS Changes text to all capital letters.

•Bullets/Line
Numbers

Places a bullet or line number at the beginning of the line. Note that there
are several styles available which are cycled through each time the
command is given.

Strikeout "Strikes out" the selected text with a horizontal line.
Superscript Raises the selected text above the current line in a slightly smaller font.

Subscript Lowers the selected text below the current line in a slightly smaller font.

Right-to-Left Sets the selected line(s) to read in right-to-left order, for languages such as
Hebrew or Arabic.

Left-to-Right Sets the selected line(s) to read in left-to-right order.

Line Spacing
The Line Spacing commands adjust the amount of vertical space between lines.
There are three available settings: 1 Line <Ctrl+1>, 1.5 Lines <Ctrl+5>, and 2
Lines <Ctrl+2>. Each value represents the height of the line in relation to the font --
1 Line gives a 1:1 ratio, while 2 Lines gives a 2:1 ratio, etc..

Colors » Text
This command opens up the color chooser dialog (pictured) to select a
font color for the current selection. Note that if no selection is made,
the entire script is altered.

Colors » Background
This command opens up the color chooser dialog to select a color for
the text background.

If text is selected, its background only will be changed. With no selection made, the
background for all text is changed, as well as the window color.

Colors » Black on White / White on Black
Use the Black on White command to set the text color to black and the background
color to white; the White on Black command logically does the same but with white
text and black background.

These commands operate on a selection, if made, or the entire script with no text
selected.

Colors » Inverse



Use the Inverse <Ctrl+I> command to swap the text and background colors of the
current selection, or the entire document if no selection is made. This command
requires more time the longer the document gets.
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ScriptPeople PS provides broadcast-quality smooth scrolling with a number of
configurable control options: via a mouse/trackpad, a keyboard, the Contour
ShuttleXpress USB controller.

Prompt Mode
Prior to scrolling, the program must be put into Prompt mode. To enter Prompt
mode, press the <F5> key, or click Mode > Prompt on the context menu. The
arrow icon will display a red "dot" to indicate scrolling is stopped in Prompt
mode.

Start / Stop Scrolling
This command toggles scrolling — press the <F6> key, or if the mouse has a
middle button or wheel, pressing it also activates this command. Once it's
given, the arrow in the script window will display a yellow dot, and the mouse
cursor will change to a small diamond shape, indicating the prompter is in

"neutral" speed mode. Note that the mouse cursor may also be hidden while scolling if
required (see Preferences for more info.)

Speed Control
Two methods allow using the mouse to control the speed of the promter: cursor
movement and scroll wheel. This is also selected in the Preferences dialog;
cursor movement is the default. The keyboard may be used for speed control
— all methods are described below in more detail.

Mouse Cursor Movement
With this mode, mouse cursor movement controls the speed and direction of scrolling
— moving the cursor up the screen increases forward scrolling, while moving it down
decreases speed or reverses scrolling.

When the Start Scrolling command is given, the mouse cursor's position is set to the
middle of the arrow, which is used as the "zero point" — moving the mouse cursor
above this point increases the forward speed, and motion below it decreases the
speed or reverses scrolling.

To stop the prompter, press <F6>, or click any mouse button.

Mouse Scroll Wheel
This method requires a mouse with a scroll wheel, which may be used to control the
speed of the prompter. Enable it in the Prompter tab of the Preferences dialog. Rolling
the wheel forward increases speed, and rolling the wheel back decreases speed.
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In addition, holding down the <CTRL> or <SHIFT> keys while rolling the scroll
wheel provide speed modifiers:

<CTRL> - Increases wheel sensitivity by 2x (quicker between fast/slow)
<SHIFT> - Decreases wheel sensitivity in ½ (finer speed control)

To stop scrolling, press down on the scroll wheel, or press <F6>. Note that clicking
the left or right mouse button does not stop scrolling.

Keyboard
The keyboard can be used to control prompting, by using the commands below:

Keystroke Command
<F6> Toggles scrolling.
<CTRL+SHIFT+UP> Increases forward speed, or slows down reverse.
<CTRL+SHIFT+DOWN> Slows down forward speed, or increases reverse.

Contour ShuttleXpress USB controller

Button Edit Function Prompt Function

E/P Toggle Between Edit and Prompt Modes

Stopped: Go to Edit
mode
Scrolling: Stop
scrolling/Go to Ediit

FWD
ARROW  Start scrolling

MEM Push scroll location on memory stack (MEM) Set Memory
RCL Pop (and discard) top location of memory stack Recall Memory

SPEED

Rotate Clockwise - increase fwd speed / decrease
rev speed
Rotate Counter clockwise - decrease fwd speed /
increase rev speed 

 



Go » Top
This command sets the scroll position to the top of the script, and places the cursor
before the first character. Note that pressing <CTRL+SHIFT+HOME> selects all text
from the current cursor position to the top of the script.

Go » End
This command sets the scroll position to the end of the script, and places the cursor
after the last character. Note that pressing <CTRL+SHIFT+END> selects all text
from the current cursor position to the end of the script.

MEM » Set Marker
This command stores the current scroll position of the script. It may be used while
editing or prompting.

MEM » Go To Marker
This command restores the scroll position to where the Set Marker command was
given, or to the Top of the script if the marker hasn't been set.
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ScriptPeople PS's RefleX feature performs software-
based reverse scan, allowing any monitor to be used
with on-camera, beamsplitter-reflected prompter
hardware.

On multiple-monitor systems, the operator can use the
second display as a preview monitor. Also, using the
Reflect Edit mode, edits display in reverse scan, so
the reader sees changes as they are made.

System Setup
Multiple Monitor Setup
Do the following procedure prior to using a multiple-
monitor setup:

1. Exit from ScriptPeople PS by selecting Exit from the context
menu or by pressing <ALT+F4>.

2. If not connected, connect the external display to the computer
using a VGA, HDMI, or other compatible cable.

3. Open the control panel window by right-clicking anywhere on
the desktop and selecting Display settings from the menu.

4. In the Customize your display panel, select Extend these

displays from the Multiple displays drop-list.
5. Click the external monitor (box with number 2) then click the

Make this my main display checkbox.
6. To test the settings, click the Apply button. If the displays

appear correctly, click Keep changes; if the displays do not
appear correctly, click Revert, re-adjust the settings and click
Apply to test again.

ScriptPeople PS Setup

1. Re-start ScriptPeople PS, select Preferences from the Tools or
context menu, then click the Prompter tab.

2. Under Display, select Dual monitor (prompt on external monitor).
3. If reverse scan is required, check the box for Horizontal or

Vertical, or both for 180° rotation.

Reflect Edit mode
Enabling this setting allows quick edits to be made while
in the reverse-scan display. If using a single display (for
example on a Tablet PC), it allows making edits while looking into the prompter; on a
multi-monitor system that uses VGA monitors that don't provide a hardware reverse
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scan, it allows the prompter reader to see edits correctly oriented.

To enable Reflect Edit mode, select Preferences from the context menu, click on
the Prompter tab, and check the box next to Show reflect in Edit mode. (Note:
the setting may be enabled only if horizontal or vertical reflect are also enabled.) The
Reflect Edit window will appear on the monitor selected as the Prompter.

When enabled, the program enters reflect edit mode on startup. To toggle between
standard Edit mode and Reflect Edit mode, press <CTRL+H>, or select Show/Hide
Reflex from the context menu. To transition between all modes (Reflect/Edit/Prompt)
press the <ESC> key.

The mouse buttons are slightly different when clicked on the Reflect Edit window: the
left button still sets the cursor when single-clicked and sets a selection when clicked
and dragged; however, the right mouse button selects entire words or paragraphs (it
cannot bring up the context menu.)

Also note this mode has the following restrictions:

Certain commands will temporarily close the reflex window
Transition between Edit/Prompt may take more time
The program/system may run more slowly

The rate at which the reflex window is updated is stored in the registry, and can only
be modified by using the registry editor. Setting this value too low may cause
program and/or system instability!

It is located under the program registry hive:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER/Software/ScriptPeople/SCRIPTPEOPLEPS/10.2

The key name is ReflectInterval, and the value is the number of milliseconds
between updates (the default is 250). The chart below gives a general example of the
type of system and the frame rate achieved at a certain update interval:

System speed FPS Milliseconds
High-end PC 15 68
Mid-level PC 5 200
Low-end PC 2 500
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The program Preferences control the behavior of
ScriptPeople PS, from defaults for files and folders, to
prompter control and display configuration.

To open the Preferences dialog, right-click in the script
window while in Edit mode and click Preferences.... Below is
a description of each setting, listed by Tab » Group Box:

General » File and Folder Options
Reload last script at startup - When enabled, this setting
loads the most recently loaded script when the program
starts. If files are loaded frequently from removable media
such as memory sticks, thumb drives, or floppy drives, then
it is recommened to disable this option, since the file may not be available when the
program starts.

Prompt to overwrite when saving - Checking this setting displays a dialog that
asks for confirmation when trying to save a file that already exists on disk.

Open starts in last used folder - Selecting this setting makes the Open dialog start
in the folder of the most recently opened script.

Always start in Script Folder - This setting allows a "home" script folder to be set,
so that the Open dialog always starts in it. Click Browse to select a folder, or type in
a path directly into the edit box. The folder may be a local drive, shared, or network
drive.

General » Logging
Enable logging - When checked, the program creates a log file on disk to keep track
of any errors that may occur in the program. Since it only provides error reporting, it
is a good idea to leave this option disabled unless required for suppport service.

Logfile folder - The folder in which log files are created. If the field is left blank, the
files will be created in the same folder as the program EXE. Click Browse to select a
folder, or type in a path directly into the edit box.

General » Performance
Disable font smoothing - When checked, Windows font smoothing is disabled —
which may provide a performance boost, though the edges of fonts will appear more
jagged.

Disable screen saver - When checked, the Windows screen saver will not activate
while the program is running.
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Disable suspend - When checked, Windows will not enter suspend mode while the
program is running.

Auto-hide Taskbar - When checked, the Windows Taskbar will use 'auto-hide' mode:
it will be hidden until the mouse cursor hovers over it.

Script » Text Defaults
The text default settings are always used when new scripts are created, or when a
TXT file is loaded. Below is a description of each setting:
Font - Sets the default font face and point size.

Font Color - Sets the default text color.

Background Color - Sets the default background and window color.

Alignment - Sets the default text alignment.

Spacing - Sets the default text spacing.

Additionally, the formatting of RTF files may be overridden with the above text
defaults by checking the box next to the formatting to apply:
Font Face - Applies the default font to RTF files when loaded.

Font Size - Applies the default font size to RTF files when loaded.

Font Color - Applies the default font color to RTF files when loaded.

Background Color - Applies the default BG color to RTF files when loaded.

Alignment - Applies the default alignment to RTF files when loaded.

Line Spacing - Applies the default line spacing to RTF files when loaded.

Note that text effects such as bold, italics, underline, etc., remain unchanged.

Controller » Mouse control
Control Method:

Cursor Movement
When selected, the mouse cursor movement sets the scroll speed: moving the cursor up the
screen moves the prompter faster/forward, down slower/reverse.

Scroll Wheel
When selected, the mouse scroll wheel controls scroll speed: rolling the wheel forward increases
forward speed, rolling the wheel back slows down.



Controller » Ten button controller
Port timeout (msec) - Number of milliseconds to wait for controller commands.

Find All Controllers - Click to find or resync all attached controllers.

Controller » Foot pedal
Footpedal operation:

Toggle Go-Stop
When selected, foot pedal presses alternate beween Go and Stop.

DN=GO UP=STOP
When selected, the foot pedal "down" action acts as the Go command, and "up" functions as Stop:
i.e. the prompter only scrolls when the foot pedal is depressed.

Pedal Gradient - Adjusts the amount by which the speed is adjusted per pedal press.
Move the slider to the left (-) for finer speed control; move the slider right (+) for
larger changes in speed betweeen pedal presses.

Prompter » Display
Teleprompter configuration:

Single monitor
All connected displays show the same editing/prompter content.

Dual monitor
When two displays are connected and enabled for Dual Display, this mode is available. The
teleprompter may be "flipped" (refelected) independently of the operator monitor.

Flip teleprompter display:

Horizontal
Checking this box enables horizontal reverse-scan on the prompter.

Vertical
Checking this box enables vertical reverse-scan on the prompter.

Reflect editing on prompter - When checked, editing will also appear on the
prompter in the preferred "flip" mode.

Set color depth on startup - Override video card color depth with this value (bits
per pixel), and optionally display a warning before applying this setting.

Prompter » Misc
Hide cursor when scrolling - Disables the visibility of the mouse cursor while the
prompter is scrolling. Note that the cursor is visible in prompt mode when stopped.

Link to top - When checked, scripts "loop" to the top when the bottom is reached
while scrolling.



Speed Gradient - Sets the maximum speed at which the prompter scrolls. If the
prompter doesn't scroll fast enough at top speed, adjust the slider towards the left (+
Coarse); for a finer control over the scroll speed, move the slider right (- Fine).


